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Abstract
As one of the fundamental vision tasks, face alignment has attracted a tremendous
amount of efforts and achieved significant improvement over the decades. While the
state-of-the-art works fairly well on the lab datasets and certain face images in the wild,
it may easily fail in front of large pose variation, e.g., profile. In the worst case, the invisible landmarks may crash the initial models and thus limit many powerful models that
only work well within a certain range using reliable features. To that end, we propose
a new deep evolutionary model to integrate 3D Diffusion Heap Maps (DHM) to compensate for the invisible landmarks issue in large pose variation. Our contributions are
summarized as: first, we introduce a sparse 3D DHM to assist the initial modeling under
extreme pose conditions; second, a simple yet effective CNN feature is extracted and fed
to recurrent neural networks for evolutionary learning. Additionally, we propose a Recurrent HourGlass (RHG) network that boost our evolutionary learning through HourGlass
and LSTM module. Extensive experiments on three popular face alignment databases
demonstrate the advantage of the proposed models over the state-of-the-art, especially
under large-pose conditions. We also discuss and analyze the limitations of our models
and future research work.
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Introduction

Face recognition and related application becomes increasingly popular, especially with the
advances of deep learning. To name a few, face identification/verification [27], gaze detection [12], virtual face make-up [11], age synthesis [9], etc. Nonetheless, almost all of them
heavily rely on face alignment that automatically locates predefined key points on a face. It
has been treated as one of fundamental problems in real-world face recognition systems.
Recent research indicates that for moderate poses, illuminations, and expressions of face
images in the wild, precisely detecting facial key points is feasible. Notably faces in photos
are not always in medium poses where the yaw angle is less than 45◦ and all the landmarks
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